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Vibes & Duo, the new jerseys from La 
Passione Cycling Couture 
 
Classic and elegant: two colourful takes on original 
Italian style 
Express your personality and your mood. Bring colour to 
your rides with the new effervescent palette created by La 
Passione Cycling Couture, and make every mile a work 
of art. 
 
The new jerseys are as comfortable as they are unique, 
and made from four different fabrics. The design is 
made up of a highly elastic front section to guarantee a 
perfect fit, while the rear section, made from perforated 
fabric, provides great breathability. Side inserts made of 
ultra-light Micromesh further assist in regulating body 
temperature. 
 
Vibes & Duo go perfectly with their respective 
indispensable colourful accessories: socks in finest, soft 
Meryl Skinlife fibre keep your feet fresh and dry whatever 
the weather, while the gloves guarantee the greatest 
comfort and protection. 
 
DUO Jersey: trusted performance in eye-catching 
colours 
Elegant and eye-catching, this jersey features a mix and 
match of on-trend colours; vivid, stylish, effervescent 
pantones brought together to create a product that’s as 
distinctive as it is high-performance. That’s the new 
DUO Jersey from La Passione Cycling Couture in a 
nutshell. 
 
DUO is a high-performing garment that’s rich in clever 
details, such as the raw-cut collar and sleeves for a 
more ergonomic fitting, a full-length reverse zip and 
plenty of reflective piping for enhanced visibility. The 
look is completed by the words “Worth The Effort” on the 
front left-hand side and the logo “Hold the Line” on the 
back. 
 
The Vibes jersey: stripes will never go out of fashion. 
Who ever said stripes were boring? La Passione Cycling 
Couture has reinvented a well-loved classic design to 
create a striking jersey. Vibes is a homage to long rides  
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on country roads with the wind behind you, an elegant 
piece available in five eye-catching colours. 
 
The top features added details such as the La Passione 
logo on the sleeves, a full-length reverse zip and the 
“Hold the Line” logo on one of the rear pockets. The 
raw-cut collar allows a more ergonomic fitting, while 
plenty of reflective piping offers enhanced visibility. 
Bring colour to your Spring/Summer 2020 and sport 
simple style to make your mark. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Check out more on our website: Vibes & DUO 
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La Passione: a Digital-Native-Vertical-Brand founded in 
2015 from the vision of Giuliano Ragazzi and Yurika 
Marchetti, which places particular attention on 
fundamental values like high quality Italian craftmanship, 
in the service of contemporary, sophisticated, elegant 
and functional cycling clothing. 
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